
Africa And The Blues (American Made Music
Series)
The Blues American Made Music Series is a captivating and
comprehensive exploration of the profound impact that African music has
had on the development of American music. This article delves into the
intricate blend of African rhythms, melodies, and harmonies that shaped the
blues, a genre that has become an integral part of the American musical
landscape.

The Roots of the Blues in Africa

The blues originated in the African diaspora, born from the sorrow and
resilience of enslaved Africans yearning for freedom and connection. Their
distinctive vocalizations, rhythmic patterns, and instrumental techniques
were rooted in the musical traditions of their homelands, primarily West and
Central Africa.

The African griots, master storytellers and musicians, were among the most
influential figures in shaping the blues. Their use of call-and-response
vocals, improvisational lyrics, and intricate drumming laid the foundation for
the blues' characteristic elements.
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The Blues' Journey to America

As enslaved Africans were forcibly transported to the Americas, they
carried with them their musical heritage. In the fields and on the
plantations, they sang work songs that expressed their pain and longing.
These songs often featured a repeated "blue" note, a dissonant interval
that gave the blues its distinctive emotional intensity.

Over time, the blues evolved into a more complex genre, incorporating
elements of European folk music and Christian spirituals. It gained
popularity among African Americans in the rural South, particularly in the
Mississippi Delta region.

The Rise of the Blues in the United States

In the early 20th century, the blues began to spread beyond its Southern
roots. It was embraced by musicians in Chicago, Memphis, and New York,
who electrified the genre and added new instruments, such as the electric
guitar and harmonica.

Legendary blues musicians like Robert Johnson, Muddy Waters, and B.B.
King emerged during this period, revolutionizing the sound and style of the
blues. Their music captured the experiences of African Americans in the
face of racism and hardship, and became a powerful expression of
resilience and hope.

The Blues and American Popular Music
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The blues' influence extended far beyond its own genre, shaping the
development of American popular music. It was a major precursor to jazz,
rock and roll, and soul music. Elements of the blues can be heard in the
music of artists as diverse as Louis Armstrong, Elvis Presley, and Aretha
Franklin.

The blues' emphasis on improvisation and emotional expression inspired
generations of musicians. Its raw and honest lyrics became a staple of
American songwriting, while its rhythmic drive and harmonic structures
influenced countless musical genres.

The Blues American Made Music Series – Celebrating the Legacy

The Blues American Made Music Series is a testament to the enduring
power and global impact of the blues. Through exclusive interviews, rare
archival footage, and performances by renowned musicians, the series
explores the history, evolution, and influence of the blues.

The series highlights the African origins of the blues, showcasing the
vibrant musical traditions that gave birth to this iconic genre. It also traces
the blues' journey from the fields of the American South to the stages of
concert halls around the world.

The Continuing Legacy of the Blues

The blues continues to thrive in the 21st century, inspiring new generations
of musicians and captivating audiences with its timeless appeal.
Contemporary blues artists like Bonnie Raitt, Eric Clapton, and Keb' Mo'
have kept the genre alive, while younger musicians are pushing its
boundaries with fresh and innovative approaches.



The Blues American Made Music Series is a valuable resource for anyone
interested in the history and evolution of American music. It provides a
comprehensive overview of the blues, its African roots, and its profound
impact on the musical landscape of the United States and beyond.
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